How-To Install Your TollTag

Click for a video on TollTag installation

1. Choose location from illustrations shown below.
2. Clean area using window cleaner.

**Mirror Mounted to Header**

**Mirror Mounted to Windshield**

**Large Truck, No Rearview Mirror**
3. Peel off backing.

![Image: Peel off backing]

**IMPORTANT**

When you apply the TollTag to your windshield, you need to remove all of the air bubbles from under this TollTag or it may not work as designed.

4. Apply

Make sure you have the TollTag in the right location (Step 1) before touching it to the glass. Hold the TollTag away from the glass with one hand and press one edge to the glass.

![Image: Hold by Edges]

Stick the TollTag to the glass by rubbing your thumb up and down in a zigzag motion across the entire TollTag surface. Be sure to rub over the Tag's center chip to remove as much air as possible.
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**YOU’RE DONE**

After completing these four easy steps you are ready to use your TollTag on all toll roads in Texas. Remember to buckle up and obey the posted tollway speed limit.

**Removing Your TollTag**

If you want to remove the TollTag from your windshield, first peel off the TollTag. Then scrape off any remaining residue, and finally clean that area of your windshield with an alcohol wipe or windshield cleaner. **Once you remove your TollTag, it CANNOT be reused.**

Step outside your vehicle and look at the TollTag through the windshield. If your TollTag looks like **PHOTO A**, with
air trapped between the TollTag and windshield, continue rubbing the TollTag from the center to the edges to remove trapped air.

If your TollTag looks like **PHOTO B**, you're done.

Too much trapped air, continue pushing out trapped air by rubbing on TollTag as shown in Step 4.

Good installation, you're done.